STUDENT SAVINGS START NOW

$100 BACK

AS A DELL PROMO REBATE*
WITH PURCHASE OF $499+

PROMOTION TIMELINE

- Eligible purchase date: May 1, 2019 – October 31, 2019
- Deadline to submit new verification requests: November 15, 2019, 11:59 PM CST
- Deadline to submit proof of purchase for already submitted verification requests: November 29, 2019 11:59 PM CST

QUALIFYING PRODUCTS

- Select Dell Laptops & Desktops $499 and up qualify for a promotional $100 rebate

QUALIFIED RESELLERS

- Promotion valid only at participating college retail outlets
- Purchases through other retail outlets do not qualify
- Contact your store if you are unsure if they are a participating retailer

QUALIFIED END-USERS

- Higher Education Students – Students enrolled at an accredited university, college, community college or technical school
- Incoming Freshman – Students who have been accepted to a higher education institution for the upcoming term

QUALIFIED INSTITUTIONS

- Higher Education Institutions: Public or private accredited universities, colleges, community/junior colleges or vocational schools which grant degrees or certificates

QUALIFIED TERRITORIES

- Promotion valid for sales in the United States only
**PROOF OF PURCHASE**

- Valid proof of purchase must be provided to qualify for the rebate
- Only scanned or photographed copies of a legible receipt or invoice accepted
- Proof of purchase must include:
  1. Name of retailer where PC was purchased
  2. Line itemization description of the PC purchased
  3. Purchase price of the qualifying PC purchased
  4. Purchase date between May 1, 2019 – October 31, 2019

**PROOF OF STUDENT ENROLLMENT**

- Students must provide proof of enrollment. Proof may be provided by submitting your valid .EDU email address or another email domain sponsored by your educational institution. If you do not have a .EDU email address, Identit-e will attempt to validate your student status through your institution's enrollment records.

**PROMOTION TERMS AND CONDITIONS**


**REBATE CHECK FULFILLMENT OVERVIEW**

- During the verification and rebate process, customer requests will be assigned one of the following status codes:
  1. Verification On-Hold – Customer submitted request but is missing proof of purchase information
  2. Verification In-Review – Emails or documentation is being reviewed by Identit-e
  3. Verification Approved – Proof of purchase has been approved, rebate is being processed
  4. Rebate Fulfilled – Rebate has been processed and mailed

Students must properly register the computer to get the rebate.

**Dell Product Registration**

Dell devices have a program called “retail registration” on them. When the student boots up the computer, they will be prompted by the retail registration app to register their system. If they do this, it will transfer ownership from Douglas Stewart (initial purchaser) to the student. If they decline or “exit out of it” it won’t register, but at any time a student can go here to register their system.

Download the registration steps here

---

*Promo valid 5/1/2019 – 10/31/2019 at 6:59am. Purchases from other retail outlets do not qualify. Qualified purchase must be made between 05/01/2019 and 10/15/2019. Rebate request with student eligibility verification must be submitted at www.identit-e.com/dellpromo2019 by November 15, 2019, 11:59pm CST. Valid proof of purchase for submitted rebate requests must be provided by November 15, 2019, 11:59pm CST. Limit 2 rebates per customer. Offer good only in the United States. Rebates will be issued in US dollars, in the form of a check or PayPal. Rebates are non-transferable. Rebate check expires if not cashed within 90 days from the date of issuance, after which time Identit-e, LLC Rebate Services and Dell Inc. will have no further obligation. Identit-e is not responsible for lost, stolen, misdirected, or undelivered mail. Allow up to 4 weeks for receipt of rebate after verification request has been approved. For inquiries, visit www.identit-e.com/dellpromo2019. Dell only accepts returns of the entire bundle. Ultrabook, Celeron, Celeron Inside, Core Inside, Intel, Intel Logo, Intel Atom, Intel Atom Inside, Intel Core, Intel Inside, Intel Inside Logo, Intel vPro, Itanium, Itanium Inside, Pentium, Pentium Inside, vPro Inside, Xeon, Xeon Phi, Xeon Inside, and Intel Optane are trademarks of Intel Corporation or its subsidiaries in the United States and/or other countries. Dell, EMC, and other trademarks are trademarks of Dell Inc. or its subsidiaries. Copyright 2019 Dell Inc. All rights reserved.*